
TWO YEARS ALREADY !

In January 2009 is setting up a petition via internet by a certain « Xavier »…. And via
the link :

http://www.mapetition.ch/forum-petitions/read.php?id=2590

This one meets a certain success because numerous persons knowing close or by far 
Elodie LAMBINET, sign it !

And in the end of December 2009, this petition disappear suddenly and mysteriously of the 
internet ? Would it begin to constrict ? Would this affair be growing without knowing those 
who “concocted” it ? Would it have become “uncontrolled” by those who provoked it ? 
For what reasons ?

All these questions remain unresolved but live !

And now, we are at the moment in the beginning of January 2010 : it is now practically two 
years since Elodie LAMBINET don’t speak anymore to the phone with her Papa…Since 
January 17th, 2008 until this day ! In a sense as in the other one !

It is one year since Elodie sees her papa in the relay children/parents in the presence of 
the “psys” of whom the psychologist referent at the rate of the 1 hour all the quarters thus 
4 hours over one year ! The last hour, it lasted in the relay approximately 50 mn, of a 
difficult, laborious, sad dialogue… 

The previous times, it lasted approximately 10 mn, with Elodie, then the psys relieved in 
gossips so useless as superfluous : but the hour was spent and Elodie did not practically 
spoken ! Phew ! Nothing “perspires” !

All these people there, whom do they have to hide ?

In the meantime, any emotional and love links are “broken” well and truly thanks to 
the incompetence of a “troop” which does not even know itself where it goes !

In the meantime, the continuation in the next number. Well, a new petition was organized 
via Internet by the links :

http://www.adire.us/photo scaner/petitionenligne.pdf

And especially by the link following :

http://www.adire.us/photo scaner/petition2ans.pdf

That’s all ! Thank you for your attention !

Marc LAMBINET, 
Papa of Elodie 

On January 10th, 2010, then on August 12th, 2010
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